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AGENDA
1. Technical Writing
2. GitHub



1. TECHNICAL WRITING
1. communicating about technical or specialized topics,

such as computer applications, medical procedures, or
environmental regulations;

2. communicating through technology, such as web pages,
help files, or social media sites;

3. providing instructions about how to do something,
regardless of the task's technical nature
Source: Society for Technical Communication

http://www.stc.org/about-stc/the-profession-all-about-technical-communication/defining-tc


WHY BOTHER?
Move your project/work forward

Interact with your techie colleagues

Participate in hackathons (tomorrow? #AVHackDay)

Support open source projects

https://github.com/amiaopensource/


THINGS DEVELOPERS DO (1/2)
Discuss interface design with designers

Test a site on various browsers / devices

Tweak the design when it doesn’t work on the
browser/device

Write bug reports

Reproduce bugs and confirm with the bug reporter
that’s the problem

Communicate about feature requests and bugs

Source: Help a Coder, Even If You Can’t Code

https://www.haykranen.nl/2015/05/11/help-a-coder-even-if-you-cant-code/


THINGS DEVELOPERS DO (2/2)

Google for error messages and how to fix specific bugs

Add test data to a CMS to check if it works

Clean up an Excel or CSV dump with data, or import it in a
database

Sketch out possible solutions for a user story

Decide which task is most important

Write blog posts, send tweets, make screenshots of the
product

Source: Help a Coder, Even If You Can’t Code

https://www.haykranen.nl/2015/05/11/help-a-coder-even-if-you-cant-code/


All archivists are digital archivists. 
- Ashley Blewer



THINGS NON-CODERS CAN DO (1/3)
Flesh out user stories to exhaustively  
detail a specific function or workflow of the project

Create and/or tweak the interface design 
(simple paper prototyping or Photoshop/Illustrator)

Test the product in all possible combinations of
OS/browser - and write bug reports.

Clean available data and export it to exchangeable
formats (e.g. CSV).

Source: Help a Coder, Even If You Can’t Code

https://www.haykranen.nl/2015/05/11/help-a-coder-even-if-you-cant-code/


THINGS NON-CODERS CAN DO (2/3)

Write / blog / tweet about the project

Create a video / graphic / presentation about the
project

Set up a blog / site / Facebook page showcasing the
project

Fast and simple user testing

Necessary paperwork - including documentation

Source: Help a Coder, Even If You Can’t Code

https://www.haykranen.nl/2015/05/11/help-a-coder-even-if-you-cant-code/


THINGS NON-CODERS CAN DO (3/3)

Track usage of the project using an analytics package

Communicate with clients / users / designers

Fill the database / CMS with ‘real’ content

Research hosting / catering / workspace

Set up servers, hosting and deployment procedures
(command line)

Prioritisation and task assignment

Source: Help a Coder, Even If You Can’t Code

https://www.haykranen.nl/2015/05/11/help-a-coder-even-if-you-cant-code/


REQUIREMENTS (1)
ELICITING REQUIREMENTS

Interviews

Focus Groups

Requirement Workshops

Surveys/Questionnaires

Document Analysis

Brainstorming

Observation



REQUIREMENTS (2)
USER STORIES

As a... I want ... So that...

User built-in help pages assistance is available
offline

Admin restricted access per
user level

user management is
organised

... ... ...



REQUIREMENTS (3)
REQUIREMENTS IN OPEN SOURCE



The Power of the Mailing List



DOCUMENTATION





FEEDBACK

Try to make the problem specific but concise

Explain exactly what you were doing to cause the error to
occur

Make sure to mention if you are able to make the bug
repeat, or if it only happened once and not again

Assign to person (if you know who should fix)

Be brave, kind, assertive
Source: Non-Technical Person’s Guide to  
Becoming an Open Source Software Contributor Via Github

http://ablwr.github.io/blog/2014/11/04/non-technical-persons-guide-to-becoming-an-open-source-software-contributor-via-github/


FEEDBACK
BUG TRACKERS I'VE (LEARNED TO) LOVE



FEEDBACK
BUG TRACKERS I'VE (LEARNED TO) LOVE





a distributed revision control system

2. GITHUB



the 

VERSION CONTROL
diff



DigiPres folks take note: A  is not a 

PARLANCE
repository repository

branching
merging



Adding & improving / Request to Change Things

USING GITHUB FOR
DOCUMENTATION

Make change => Commit changes

Fork => Changes on your account only

Pull request => Ask for changes in main codebase

Peer review => Comments



Example: Testing on Ashley Blewer's GitHub  
https://github.com/ablwr/testing

https://github.com/ablwr/testing


If there’s something bigger you want to fix but you don’t
know how to do it, you can open an issue.

FEEDBACK, FEATURE REQUEST,
BUGS
ISSUES

the best way to fix a problem is by doing it yourself
provide feedback and bring up problems



FORMATTING: MARKDOWN



INTERFACE VS COMMAND LINE





CHECK OUT AT
#AMIA16

Meeting: Open Source Committee 
Thurs, Nov. 10, 12:00 PM @Carneigie III - Conference Level.
AMIA Open Source GitHub

https://github.com/amiaopensource/


HELPFUL RESOURCES
Ashley Blewer (2014), 

.
Lauren Sorensen (2014), 

. Presented at the 2014
AMIA Open Source Digital Preservation & Access Stream.
Hay Kranen (2015), .

Non-Technical Person’s Guide to
Becoming an Open Source So�ware Contributor Via
Github

Open Source and Digital
Preservation and Access: Open Source Tools,
Technologies and Considerations

Help a Coder, Even If You Can’t Code

http://ablwr.github.io/blog/2014/11/04/non-technical-persons-guide-to-becoming-an-open-source-software-contributor-via-github/
https://youtu.be/l2rLqkx7WTE?t=20ms
https://www.haykranen.nl/2015/05/11/help-a-coder-even-if-you-cant-code/

